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NEW PRODUCTS
rtw: Vegan Lipsticks

Custom: Lip sweets Bases

Hot!
ViBrant Lip pigments
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••  iconic cat 
•  retro
•  cLassic    
•  Fantasy 
•  gLam



 gypsy: 

There is something about the cat eye that is undeniably sexy. egyptian beauty cleopatra’s heavily 

lined eye was not only a fashion statement, but protection from the evil eye. who knew?  

recreating the queen's dark lined eyes became a trend after the discovery of king tut's 

tomb in 1922. it became a fascination during the roaring 20’s when independent woman  

asserted their rights to apply makeup heavily.  

 

Liquid eyeliner, cat eyeglasses and Bridget Bardot made the 1950’s cat 

eye famous. supermodel twiggy popularized graphic winged eyeliner 

in the swinging 60’s. the 1980’s brought us madonna, punk and a big 

comeback of heavily lined eyes. the extended eye shadow cat eye 

appeared on the runway for fall 2013. the look of the cat eye may 

change over the years, but it is here to stay.

mastering the cat eye can be tricky. Here 

are some tips for getting the perfect cat eye using custom 
blended gel eyeliners and mineral powder eyeliners. arm your clients with the 

proper tools and techniques so they can re-create their look at home.

use the magnifying side of mirror in good lighting. rest elbow on table to 

steady arm and look forward and slightly down when applying eyeliner. pointy 

ended cotton swabs are perfect for touching up along with a little patience 
and practice.

A
  fall/winter 2013 MasTering the Perfect Cat Eyek

1 2

s we say goodbye to one season and welcome  
another, we look forward to change and new trends. 

this season is about the eyes, starting with the eyebrows. put 
away the tweezers, as the bushy brow is bigger than ever.  
sketch stick™ brow pencil or WonderBrow™ is a must have for 
your make-up bag.  

eyes are edgy, seductive, sultry, dark, and mysterious. warm 
mETalliCS, moody gREyS, vibrant PURPlES, and 
glitter for serious hardcore bling. colorful eyeliner and the 
flirty, winged cat eye are still making a big statement this 
season. make-up is applied in a classic technique for a retro 
glam look or more extreme for a modern contemporary 
twist on the grunge/rock look.  

Lips are bold and bright in flat matte to ultra shiny textures.  
REDS reign from the classic 40’s rouge red pout to the 
must have BERRy, as well as bright shades of PiNk and 
viOlET.  color blocked and two-toned lips are the newest 
trend to hit the runway.

Dewy skin has been replaced and is polished 
and powdered velvet smooth with a matte 
satin finish.  careful skin preparation is more  
important then ever for a smooth canvas prior 
to applying foundation.  starting with a skin 
primer such as Fringe Benefit or Double Back 
Age Defying Beauty Balm to prepare the skin is 
essential, especially when using powder.   
perfection is everything!

"Life starts all over again
     when it gets crisp in the Fall."  – F. scott Fitzerald

       gel eyeliner Cat eye  
           Technique

use the It's a Fine Line brush for a 

thin, precise line. Drag brush from 

inner corner of eye outward 

along lash line, moving upwards 

and out past eye at a 45 degree 

angle. For a more extreme line, 

start at the outer tip of the wing 

using the Hide & Conceal brush 

and apply liner moving inwards, 

thinning line as you move 

towards inner corner of eye.  

(Gel recipe in Spring 2011 

Newsletter)

Powder eyeliner Cat eye 
Technique

apply using stuck on You! and 
No time Line brush. starting 

with a thin line at inner 

corner, press and drag brush, 

gradually thickening line as 

you approach the pupil. as you 

reach outer corner of eye, angle 

brush at 45 degrees, 

flicking it upwards and 

outwards about 1⁄4 

inch. you can also 

press or stamp 

brush at the outer 

corner instead of 

flicking it to get a 

winged end.
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  gypsy:  gatsBy girL: 

eye shadows Blush Lips
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this season’s old Hollywood retro glam trend summons the era of rouge red lips, dark eyes and pale skin along 

with flappers, fringe and speakeasies.  we celebrate those sassy dames who changed fashion attitudes for future  

generations with our classic and sophisticated Holiday Look.

DeCo greY  
(rtw sterLINg)

CAVIAr  
sKetCH stICK™ eYe LINer

VALeNtINe  
sKetCH stICK™ LIP PeNCIL

FLAPPer DoLL 
(rtw mooNLIgHt)

Bee’s KNees  
(rtw PusHoVer - New ) 

CLArA Bow LIPstICK 
(rtw CuPID’s Bow- New )

JAZZY reD LIP gLoss  
(rtw rINg oF FIre)

Luminizing  
Finishing powder

BootLeg BLACK  
(rtw grAPHIte)

eye Liner

• matte Base 
• .50 x 4  red 
• .25 x 5 crimson 
• .125 +.125 sapphire 
• 1 small scoop matte red 
• .5 ml moisture additive

• 1 ml Lip plumper 

• Lip polish Base
• 4 drops crimson
• 3 tiny scoops matte red
• 6 drops silkening modifier

• 1 drop sapphire
• 6 drops red

• ½ tsp. onyx
• ¼ tsp. matte Black
• ¼ tsp. alabaster
• ¼ tsp. med mineral powder
• ¼ tsp. sunlight gold

• ½ tsp. Flawless Finish
• ½ + 8 tsp. moonlight pearl
• ½ + ¼ tsp. sunlight gold
• 8 tsp. morganite

• 1 + ½ tsp. translucent 
• ¼ tsp. matte red 
• ¼ tsp. rubellite

• ½ tsp. Light Base 
• ½ tsp. alabaster 
• ¼ tsp. onyx 
• 8 tsp. alexandrite 
• 3 tiny scoops sunlight gold 
• 2 tiny scoops silver

    GATSBY GIRL HOLIDAY LOOK:

B
egin by prepping the skin with Double 
Back Beauty Balm and apply custom 

blended foundation. Follow by applying 

Flapper Doll luminizing finishing powder all 

over face for a “Velvet effect”. next place Bee’s 
Knee’s blush to apples of cheeks and blend well. 

prime lids with sensationaleyes and apply 

the Deco grey eye shadow from lash line to 

brows with the In the shadow brush. using the  

Divide and Contour brush and the Bootleg 
Black eye shadow, start at the outer corner 

of eye and move brush at an angle blending 

into crease. concentrate the darker shadow 

on the outer 1/3 of the eye, blending into lash 

line and under outer corner of the lower lash.  

apply Caviar sketch stick™ eye Liner starting at the 

outer edge of the lower lash line and working in  

towards the inner eye. smudge line with the  

other end of the sketch stick™ to soften and blend. 

Line the top lashes starting at the inner corner  

fanning the liner out at the outer corner of the eye.   

(see mastering the perfect cat eye)

Line lips with Valentine sketch stick™ and apply 

Clara Bow lipstick. if you prefer a glossy look finish 

with a coat of Jazzy red lip gloss. D
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       perFect Harmony: rtw
inspired by the warm earthy colors of fall, shades of shimmering copper, toasty brown and soft reflective gold are the 

perfect blend.  the ideal shade of berry lipstick gives this look universal harmony. 

 Due to printing process actual colors may vary

sHY
(neUTraL, sOFT gOLD sHiMMer)

CAt wALK 
(COOL, BLaCKeneD BrOnZe)

LuxurY LINer geL soFt BrowN or 
mINK sKetCH stICK™ eYe LINer

sPeLLBouND 
(neUTraL, PinK BrOWn MaTTe)

wALLFLower LIPstICK 
(PLUM Wine)

greNADINe LIP gLoss  
(sHeer, DeeP Berry reD)

sugAr PLum  
sKetCH stICK™ LIP PeNCIL

eye Liner

rose goLD 
(WarM, COPPer sHiMMer)

eye shadows

Blush Lips

seNsAtIoNALeYes™ 
(LigHT) 

eye primer

    perfect harmony: rtw

s
tart with a custom blended foundation 

and finishing powder.  add  spellbound  
blush to the apples of the cheeks. prime 

eyes with sensationaleyes™ and then  

apply shy eye shadow to entire eye.  Follow with 

rose gold eye shadow, blending into crease  

using the In the shadow brush. apply Cat walk 

eye shadow to the outer eye area extending  

slightly past lid and blend back into the 

crease.  Lightly blend shadows to soften any 

hard lines with the All over It brush. if needed, 

reapply a little of the rose gold eye shadow 

to the lid after blending.  use the No time Line 

brush and smudge Cat walk eye shadow into 

the outer area of the lower lash line. Line the 

top lash line with mink sketch stick™ or Luxury  
Liner gel soft Brown.  Fill in eyebrows as needed.  

Line lips with sugar Plum sketch stick™ lip liner,  

apply wallflower lipstick and top with a light coat 

of grenadine lip gloss for shine.

New!

New!
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New!
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  VioLet Fantasy: 
they say purple is the new black and this season’s eye-popping violets are sure to draw attention. rosy cheeks are the 

perfect compliment with lips that are accentuated with a sheer lilac-pink lipstick. Feminine and flirty, this enchanting 

palette will amp up the voltage on those cold days ahead.

uLtrA VIoLet  
(rtw VIoLet ILLusIoN)

sAPPHIre  
(rtw mIDNIgHt)

stuCK oN You!

sweet DreAms  
(rtw BLoom) 

wILD orCHID LIPstICK  
(rtw VIVACIous-New)

gILDeD LILY LIP gLoss  
(rtw DeCePtIoN)

eye Liner Fixative

exotIC PLum  
(rtw VIBrANt VIoLet)

eye shadows Blush Lips

• Butter Base 
• .50 Body Builder 
• .25 +.125 +.125  
    Blackberry  
• .25 x 6 white
• .125 +.125 wineberry
• .125 x 3 crimson 
• 5 tiny scoops crystal

• .125 Blueberry 
• 1 small scoop  
   pink Frost
• 3 tiny scoops  
   Diamond Dust

• smoothie Base
• 1 drop magenta
• 3 drops Blackberry  
• 1drop sapphire
• 1 small scoop crystal  
• 3 tiny scoops Violet  

• 2 tiny scoops  
   opal
• 2 tiny scoops  
   azurite  
• 1 ml Lip plumper

• 8 + ¼ tsp. matte red  
• 8 tsp. Dark matte Blue  
• ¼ tsp. coral
• ¼ tsp. pink
• ¼ tsp. morganite
• ¼ tsp. rubellite

• ¼ tsp. Dark matte Blue 
• 8 + ½ tsp. onyx 
• ¼ tsp. saturated Blue
• 8 tsp. azurite 
• 8 tsp. silver 
• 8 tsp. matte Blue

• 8+ ¼ tsp. Fuchsia
• 8 + ¼ tsp. pink
• ½ tsp. opal
• ¼ tsp. crystal
• 1 tiny scoop matte red  
• 1 tiny scoop  matte Blue

• 1 tsp. translucent
• 8 tsp. rubellite
• 8 tsp. + 3 tiny scoops tourmaline  
• ¼ tsp. rose Quartz
• ¼ tsp. sand
• 8 tsp. saturated red

v i o l e t  f a n t a s y

B
egin with the perfect custom blended 

foundation and Flawless Finish powder.  

Dust cheekbones with sweet Dreams 

blush. Follow by priming eyes with  

sensationaleyes applied with Blend & Perfect 
brush.  apply ultra Violet eye shadow over entire 

eye up to brow bone using In the shadow brush.  

using the Cast a shadow or Detail oriented 
brush, apply exotic Plum eye shadow to outer 

eye and into the crease. (For an edgier look, 

extend shadow past outer eye and up to just 

slightly below the outer brow and blend into 

crease.  Blend shadow from outer eye and down 

to under eye, moving  brush around eye in a half 

circle). using  It’s a Fine Line brush and  stuck 
on You!  create an eyeliner with sapphire eye 

shadow and apply to upper lashes. with the No 
time Line brush smudge sapphire color under 

lower lashes to make eyes really stand out. we 

paired rosebud sketch stick™ lip liner with wild 
orchid lipstick. now glam it up by layering with lip 

plumping gilded Lily lip gloss.

ColorlabPrivatelabel.com •  1.80 0.790.2417

roseBuD  
sKetCH stICK™ LIP PeNCIL
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  super star : 
channel your inner rock star and glam up your look with glitter eyes.  For this look we used a silvery, blue-green pearl 

eye glaze and glitter eyeliner. Bronzer and blush warm up the skin and lips are kept neutral so the dramatic eyes will be 

the main focus.  whatever the mood or occasion, you will be a standout in this look!

sHArKsKIN eYe gLAZe  
(rtw AquA ILLusIoN)

• 10 pumps thinner
• 10 pumps pearl
• 3 pumps Fringe Benefit  
• 1 pump Black toner
• 1 pump green toner
• 1 small scoop azurite
• 3 tiny scoops alexandrite  
• 2 small scoops onyx
• 3 tiny scoops chrysolite
• 4 tiny scoops gold nugget 
• 1 tiny scoop saturated green

VAIN 
(rtw KIsmet-New)

•  w tsp. translucent
•  ¼ + 8 tsp. sunstone
•  ¼ + ¼  tsp. rubellite
•  ¼ + 8 tsp. alabaster

•  Butter Base 
• .25 + .25 peach
• .125 + .125 cocoa
• .125 wineberry
• .25 Brown 
• 2 drops sapphire

grouPIe LIPstICK  
(rtw CALm)

eNCore LIP gLoss  
(rtw ALooF-New)

• smoothie Base 
• 3 drops peach
• 3 drops Brown
• 1 drop wineberry 
• 1 drop cocoa

• 1 small scoop  
   crystal  
• 3 tiny scoops  
   copper

gINger sKetCH stICK™ LIP PeNCIL

eye shadows Lips

go go goLD  
(rtw INgot)

• ¼ tsp. gold nugget
• ¼ tsp. gold Frost
• ¼ tsp. chrysolite
• ¼ tsp. saturated yellow  
• ¼ tsp. gold Dust
• ¼ tsp. Diamond Dust

• ½ tsp. platinum Foil
• ¼ tsp. gold nugget Foil  
• ¼ tsp. twinkle

• w tsp. translucent
• ½ tsp. sunstone
• 8 + ¼ tsp. sand

• 3 tiny scoops tigers eye
• 8 tsp. Bronze
• 8 tsp. Light mineral powder

• 8 tsp. silver Frost
• ¼  tsp. Diamond Dust
• 8 tsp. crystal

Blush

• 1 small scoop  
   crystal
• 2 tiny scoops  
   gold Dust  
• 5 tiny scoops  
   copper

roCK stAr
(rtw gLItter stACK)

sINFuL  
(rtw Luxe-New )

eye LinerBrows

Bronzer

ColorlabPrivatelabel.com •  1.80 0.790.2417
super star
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sKetCH stICK™ 
Brow PeNCIL 

woNDerBrow™ 
tINt

P
rep skin and apply custom made  

foundation and powder as needed. to 

add definition, lightly dust sinful bronzer 

along the temples, underside of jaws, 

down the center of the nose and across the  

forehead. apply Vain blush to apples of cheeks. 
next apply sharkskin eye glaze to eyelid to 

just above the crease and blend with finger or 

brush to soften. it should look a little messy and 

smudged. apply rock star glitter eyeliner using 

stuck on You! and the No time Line brush or It’s 
a Fine Line brush. Line lower lashes with go go 
gold eye shadow using the No time Line brush. 

For a less flashy look use Caviar sketch stick™ 
eye pencil or Luxury Liner gel Black to line upper  

lashes. Don’t forget to fill in brows with sketch stick™ 
Pencil or wonderBrow™ in appropriate shade. 

 

Finish by lining lips with ginger sketch stick™ and 

applying groupie lipstick. top with encore lip gloss.



         proDucts : rtw FaLL/winter 2013

Day Break eye treatment - now aVaiLaBLe in 2 sizes  
Designed especially for the delicate tissue around the eyes to  
moisturize, minimize dark circles and reduce the appearance of fine 
lines and wrinkles. DAY BreAK is loaded with Dermaxyl, collagen  
tri-peptides, Vitamins a,c,and e., Hibiscus esculentus extract,  
marigold, Butcher Broom, algae, gotu kola and waltheria indica 

Leaf. this lightweight eye cream can be applied to the eye area 
prior to makeup and through out the day to revive and 

refresh the under eye area. our 2 oz. airless pump is 
perfect for home, while the 8g wand is great for travel 
or purse for convenient re-applications.

2

24/7

2 1

aLOOF 
neutral pink brown

grenaDine  
sheer deep berry red

KisMeT 
neutral peachy pink - matte

LUxe 
neutral bronze - shimmer 

10gPUsHOVer 
rosy red - matte

5
New

!

.5oz.

a irLess

PUMP
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tHe newest aDDition to our LuXury Liner geL waterprooF penciLs
our mineral pencils are infused with anti-aging fruit and vegetable extracts of avocado,  
Lemon, grapeseed, tomato, kiwi and pear, coupled with Vitamin e, to create a formula that 
nourishes and hydrates the delicate eye area. the double ended gel pencil glides on the lid 
like a liquid liner and can be used to feather, smoke or smudge with the blending sponge. 
Buildable color that is smudge proof and waterproof once it is applied. we recommend  
removing it with Double up! eye make-up remover.

naturaL Vegan Lipsticks in       FasHionaBLe sHaDes 
our natural lipstick caresses and cares for the lips. these pure mineral lipsticks offer brilliant color 
and natural moisture with Vitamin e coupled with grapeseed and Jojoba oils. made with organic 
oils and natural waxes, these lipsticks moisturize and smooth the lips. this product is gluten-free.

new sHaDes oF Lip gLossultra high shine gloss that can be worn alone 
for a sheer shine or layered on top of lipstick for a beautiful lacquered effect.

new sHaDes oF BLusH 
 Luxuriously silky pressed blushes, that glide on for long-
lasting color and made from pure micronized minerals.

new Bronzer 
our new bronzer is perfect for fair to medium skin. 
it illuminates the skin with a soft shimmer.

8g WanD

24/7 Lip treatment is now aVaiLaBLe in a wanD & pot! 
24/7 Lip treatment visibly smoothes and plumps lips while reducing the appearance 
of fine lines and wrinkles. natural peptides maxi-liptm and Dermaxyltm plump and 
hydrate lips, smooth fine surface lines and improve lip contour by stimulating 
collagen production. 24/7 Lip treatment will increase lip volume by 40% after 
applying 3 times a day for 29 days as proven in clinical trials. paraben Free.

CUPiD’s BOW 
perfect cherry red

LasT TangO 
true red

WaLLFLOWer 
plum wine

ViVaCiOUs 
true plum

UrBan CHiC 
brown plum
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Due to 

popular 
DemanD

New!

New!

7g POT

aVaiLaBLe in  

.5oz & 8g 
sizes 

LUsH BLaCK LUsH naVy LUsH BrOWn

LUsH sOFT BrOWn

8g
 W

a
n

D



  proDucts:custom BLenD  FaLL/winter 2013

DouBLe Back age DeFying BB cream For custom BLenDing  
nOW aVaiLaBLe in PrOFessiOnaL 8 anD 16oz siZes 

 
this multi-tasking, lightweight cream primes, hydrates, lightens, firms and visibly improves 
the look and feel of the skin . it helps to diminish the appearance of pores, fine lines 
and uneven skin tone. inspired by cutting-edge asian beauty rituals, Double Back is a 
5 in 1 secret for achieving flawless skin. 
 
age DeFy • MOisTUriZe • sOOTHe • LigHTen • LOaDeD WiTH ViTaMins 
anD anTi-OxiDanTs  
 
FOrMULaTeD WiTHOUT:  
• parabens • sulfates           • synthetic Dyes • synthetic Fragrances 
• petrochemicals     • phthalates      • gmos • triclosan
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p 
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strawberry

blueberry

watermelon

CaLiPsO
• Lip sweet Base
• .50 Body Builder
• 5 drops peach pigment
• 5 drops magenta pigment

FLasHBaCK
• Lip sweet Base
• .50 Body Builder
• 4 drops ruby red pigment
• 4 tiny scoops opal Frost

• Lip sweet Base
• .50 Body Builder
• 1 drop ruby red
• 1 drop red
• 3 tiny scoops twinkle

sOUr CHerry

CanDy COraL
• 2 Butter Base
• .50 + .25 coral
• 1 large scoop Hot coral

BLUe LagOOn 
Perfect to brighten and 

cool the shade 
• Lip sweet Base
• .50 Body Builder
• .125 + .125 sapphire

• Lip sweet Base
• .50 Body Builder
• .125 + .125 Flame

• Lip sweet Base
• .50 Body Builder
• .125 + .125 marigold

MeLLOW yeLLOW 
Will give lipstick a soft 

golden tone

TUTTi FrUiTTi 
Warms the shade of 

lipstick

FLaVoreD Lip gLoss Bases – Lip sweets! aVaiLaBLe in 3 FLaVors 
WHaT a sWeeT sUrPrise... a BUrsT OF FLaVOr in OUr neW LiP gLOss Base.

yummy strawberry, blueberry or watermelon is now available for that sweet surprise! this base is 
perfect for the squeeze tubes, as it is thicker than our Lip glace, so now you can create shades 
just like Lancôme Juicy tubes.

PLip Sweets RecipesQ
(use the flavor of your choice) 

simply add .50 of Body Builder to each Lip sweets base to create 1 squeeze tube. 

For a fun and flavorful way to change the shade of your lipstick, create the  
recipes below and then apply over your lipstick. Display them at your counter 
and be prepared for all the attention they attract!

now 

aVaiLaBLe in 

8 anD 16oz 

pro sizes
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BOnnie BLUe
• 2 crème Base
• .50 sapphire
• .50 white
• 1 small scoop matte Blue  
• 1 small scoop crystal
• 1 ml moisture additive

sUnny yeLLOW  
(non-florescent)

• 2 matte Base
• .50 + .25 marigold
• .50 white
• 1 large scoop Hot yellow  
• 2 tiny scoops saturated yellow
• 1 ml moisture additive

Keen green
• 2 crème Base
• .50 Blueberry
• .50 white
• .25+.25 marigold
• 1 large scoop Hot yellow
• 1 ml moisture additive

FiesTa reD
• 2 matte Base
• 1.50 crimson
• 1 large scoop Hot red  
• 1 ml moisture additive

HaVana reD
• 2 matte Base
• .50 ruby red
• 1 large scoop Hot magenta  
• 2 tiny scoops Hot red
• 1 ml moisture additive

BLaZing Orange
• 2 crème Base
• .50 + .25 tangerine  
• .125+ .125 Flame
• 1 large scoop Hot orange  
• 2 tiny scoops Hot yellow  
• 1 ml moisture additive

exOTiC graPe
• 2 matte Base
• .125 Blueberry  
• .125 red
• .25 white
• .125 ruby-red
• .125 Blackberry
• 1 large scoop Hot pink
• 1 tiny scoop Hot red
• 2 tiny scoops Hot magenta  
• 1 ml moisture additive

BerMUDa PinK
• 2 matte Base
• .50 magenta
• 1 small scoop Hot pink  
• 1 small scoop Hot coral 
• 1 ml moisture additive

rOCKeT reD  
lip gloss

• Lip polish Base
• 1 large scoop Hot red

New
!

recipes10

Lipstick ViBrant coLor intensiFiers powDer pigments  
aVaiLaBLe in THese HOT COLOrs! 

the newest addition to our Lipstick system is our intense powder pigments that can be 
used alone or in combination with any of our lipsticks pigments to create all of the new 
‘rAVe’ range of shades. they give a bright alternative as these pigments are three times 
brighter than conventional pigments, creating a vibrant pop of color. now you can 
dazzle by day and glow by night. they can be used only with our lipstick and gloss bases. 
they cannot be used on the eye area. For the same effect in shadows we recommend 
our saturated colors in our mineral system. 

 
Vibrant Color Intensifiers Powder Pigments can also be used with stuck on 
You! and applied to the hair. mix small amounts into a plastic cup for a 
one time use application. Leftover product cannot be saved, so mix small 
amounts at a time. mix more as needed. see the back cover for a recipe. 
 
the pigments are highly concentrated and they create buildable coverage 
with staining properties for lasting color. Have fun with the lipstick and gloss 
recipes below. each recipe creates 1 Lipstick.
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onLine cataLog & newsLetter images
Visit the colorlab private Label online 
catalog and find newsletter images you 
can print at   
colorlabprivateLabel.com

eDucation:
VirTUaL Training
colorlab cosmetics is excited to announce that we are 
now offering Virtual training using www.zoom.us for our 
new and existing customers. with this site, we can connect 
with multiple computers, allowing your employees to train 
from various locations, yet still be together as a group. 
 
a convenient way to interact directly with one of our  
professional instructors or sales associate. the perfect 
tool for learning about your new custom blend system, 
airbrushing or a bridal make-up course. even if you need 
a refresher course, we are here to help you succeed. 
call your account representative to schedule a training  
today! (additional fees may apply)

COLOrLaB Training DVDs 
training  DVDs are available for colorlab’s custom Blend 
Lipstick, mineral and Foundation systems. the training  
DVDs are divided into sections that coordinate with the 
system manuals to replicate the face to face training 
experience.  
For more inFormation pLease caLL 800-790-2417.

COLOrLaB eMaiL UPDaTes 
our monthly email updates include promotional ideas 
and special sales offers. if you haven’t been receiving 
these updates, then we don’t have your email address!

please email or call your account representative to get 
on our list today!

sHow us your stuFF & win!
send in the mixology recipes you’ve created using  
colorlab private Label custom Lip, mineral or Foundation 
systems. our staff will test the products and select a 
winner from all those received. the winner will receive 
a $100 credit towards colorlab products and have 
their product featured in our spring 2014 newsletter.  
pLease suBmit your recipes By Jan 1, 2014.

senD enTries TO: 
colorlab private Label mixology 
show us your stuff 
1112 Fifth ave 
rockford, iL 61104

PHOTOs: The Fashion group international, inc. 2013
aLL CUsTOM BLenD CreaTiOns anD LOOKs CreaTeD By COLOrLaB 
PreMier MaKe-UP arTisT anDi WarD.

COLOrLaB COsMeTiCs 

1112 FiFTH aVe 

rOCKFOrD iL 61104

 miX•oLogy
Do you feel like you could use 
a little fun injected into your 
daily routine, why not add 
a little pink, yellow or even  
orange to your locks with our 
new Vibrant Color Intensifiers 
Powder Pigments.

apply product with the get even Brush for larger sections 
of hair or the Blend and Perfect Brush for smaller sections. 
Hair will feel slightly damp to touch, but dries to a powder 
finish. shampoo hair to remove product.
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• 1 large scoop Hot magenta  
• ¼ oz makeup setting mist 

package in ¼ oz dropper tip squeeze 
bottle. add additional vibrant powder 
if more intensity is desired.


